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Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, there 
has been a concern to maintain surveillance of 
the numerous SARS-CoV-2 variants that arise in 
different regions of the world. 

Introduction
Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a concern to maintain surveillance of the numerous SARS-CoV-2 
variants that arise in different regions of the world. There is an urgency to keep track of these variants and it is essential to 
collect sequencing data on each positive sample as quickly and efficiently as possible. Next generation sequencing (NGS) can be 
used to track the emergence of new variants and determine the frequency in a specific region. The Illumina® COVIDSeq™ Test 
(RUO Version) paired with the automation of the PerkinElmer Sciclone® G3 NGSx liquid handler ensures that a lab can efficiently 
produce libraries for sequencing in a timely manner. 

The Illumina® COVIDSeq™ Test protocol is automated on the Sciclone® G3 NGSx workstation from cDNA synthesis through final 
amplification setup. It consists of two modular applications that can process up to a maximum of 192 samples for one setup on 
the instrument. Having the ability to process two 96-well plates simultaneously increases the lab’s throughput capabilities for a 
single instrument setup. 

Experimental Setup
A starting set of 192 samples were set up across two 96-well PCR plates. The sample inputs were 10 ng of Universal Human 
Reference RNA (UHRR) with or without a spike-in of the Twist® Synthetic -SARS-CoV-2 RNA Control (MN908947.3). Sample 
inputs are shown in the table below. Spike-in concentrations ranged from 1 copies/µL to 4 copies/µL. Resuspension buffer used 
as No Template Control wells, 10ng UHRR without spike-in was used at Negative control wells, and the Positive control was the 
Illumina® COVIDSeq™ Control at 5 copies/µL.

The plate map was set to resemble a random array of samples in a PCR plate and to show there was no contamination across 
wells. Sample plate 1 and plate 2 are also different sample layouts to show that there was no cross contamination when the two 
samples plates were run on deck concurrently.

Sample Input Types – 8.5 µL Starting Volume

NTC (Resuspension Buffer)

Neg Ctrl (10 ng UHRR no spike-in)

Pos Ctrl (5c/µL COVIDSeq Control)

10 ng UHRR + 1c/µL Spike-in

10 ng UHRR + 2c/µL Spike-in

10 ng UHRR + 3c/µL Spike-in

10 ng UHRR + 4c/µL Spike-in
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Two starting sample plates, 96 samples in each plate, were manually plated prior to the automation runs on the Sciclone® G3 
NGSx workstation.

A total of 192 samples were run through Application 1 of the Illumina® COVIDSeq™ protocol of the Sciclone® G3 NGSx 
workstation. At the end of the cDNA amplificon, the PCR reactions plates had a volume of 25 µL per sample well. Only 10 µL 
from each plate was used for Application 2’s Tagmentation step. 

Application 2 ended with setup of PCR reactions for the Amplify Targeted Amplicons step of the protocol. Once the PCR cycler 
program was complete, each set of samples were pooled and cleaned manually by the user. 

Application 1 – cDNA Synthesis Through Amplification
The cDNA synthesis through Amplification of the cDNA took ~ 1.5 hour to process (Figure 1). Two starting sample plates of 
extracted RNA, each with 96 samples, were started on deck with a plate of reagents (Figure 2). The samples were then incubated 
off deck for annealing, first strand synthesis, and the final ~ 3.5 hour PCR program. During annealing, the Sciclone® NGSx 
workstation broadcasted the first strand synthesis master mix to a clean plate. Once the annealing incubation was complete, 
the two sample plates were placed on deck for master mix transfer and tip mixing. The sample plates were then place on two 
external thermal cyclers for the First Strand Synthesis incubation. During this incubation, the COV1 and COV2 PCR master mixes 
were broadcast to two clean plates on deck. After the first stand incubation, the two plates were placed on deck and the samples 
were stamped into plates containing the PCR master mixes. Sample plate 1 was stamped to the PCR master mix plates for COV1 
and COV2 and then removed from the deck and placed on two off deck 96-well thermal cyclers. The second set of samples were 
stamped into another pair of COV1 and COV2 PCR plates and removed from the Sciclone® deck to be set on another pair of 
96-well thermal cyclers. For the amplification of cDNA, the two starting sample plates were split into four separate 96-well PCR 
plates, therefore requiring a total of four off-deck thermal cyclers compatible with 96-well full skirted plates.

Figure 1.  Image of the workbook that helps the user setup a run on the Sciclone® G3 NGSx workstation.
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Application 2 – Tagmentation Through Amplification 
The second application took the amplicons through the library preparation process to add indexes and prepared the samples for 
sequencing. After the PCR amplification of cDNA was complete, the user placed all four PCR plates back on the Sciclone® G3 NGSx 
workstation deck (Figure 3) for recombination of the amplicon pools from same samples and started the Tagmentation process. This 
second application took approximately 1.5 hours to complete. All incubations were completed on deck except for the final PCR. The 
PCR was set up on deck for the two sample plates and then run on two off-deck thermal cyclers compatible with 96-well full skirted 
plates. Once the PCR was complete, the user proceeded to manually pool and cleanup the pool in a 1.7 µL tube.

Figure 2.  Image of starting deck layout for the 
first application.

Figure 3.  Image of starting deck layout for the 
second application.
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Results
A total of two 96-plex sample pools resulted from the automated setups. The final Thermo Fisher® Scientific Qubit® values for 
each pool are shown in the table below. Prior to loading, the pools were normalized. 4 nM and 25 µL of each normalized pool 
containing index adapter set 1, and 2 were sequenced on an Illumina® NextSeq™ 550 sequencer in accordance with Illumina’s 
recommended run parameters.

Conclusion
The Illumina® COVIDSeq™ Test (RUO Version) has been successfully automated on the PerkinElmer Sciclone® G3 NGSx workstation. This 
collaboration helps labs increase the throughput of testing for SARS-CoV-2 variants by providing a simplified workflow for generating 
high quality sequencing libraries combined with the user-friendly automation capabilities of the Sciclone® G3 NGSx workstation.  

The results of each sample input for number of targets for the human control and SARS-CoV-2 control are shown in the plot below 
(figure 4). The max number of possible Human amplicons detected is 11 and the max number of Virus amplicons is 98. As expected, 
every sample containing UHRR hit all 11 targets for the Human Control and the NTC and Positive control had zero human targets.  
The Negative control also had zero SARS-CoV-2 targets as expected. The NTC had two samples (CovSeq-PE-PoolB-F05 and  
CovSeq-PE-PoolD-F05) resulting with one target of SARS-CoV-2, which is still considered “Not Detected” in the sequencing data. 
There was no contamination found between sample wells on the plate and each input resulted in sequencing data as expected.

Barcode Plate Qubit Value HS (ng/µL)

Pool A Index plate Set 1 (20043132) for TAG 1st setup, Sample plate 1 114

Pool B Index plate Set 2 (20043133) for TAG 1st setup, Sample plate 2 104

 

Figure 4. Number of amplicons in the 
human control targets and SARS-CoV-2 
targets for each sample input.


